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Abstract: The interference reduction is one of the most important problems
in the ﬁeld of wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor network elements are
small mobile receiver and transmitters. The energy of processor and other
components of each device is supplied by a small battery with restricted en-
ergy. One of the meanings that play an important role in energy consumption
is the interference of signals. The interference of messages through a wireless
network, results in message failing and transmitter should resend its message,
thus the interference directly aﬀect on the energy consumption of transmitter.
This paper presents an algorithm which suggests the best subgraph for the
input distribution of the nodes in the plane how the maximum interference of
the proposed graph has the minimum value. The input of the application is
the complete network graph, which means we know the cost of each link in the
network graph. Without any lose of generality the Euclidean distance could be
used as the weight of each link. The links are arranged and ranked according
to their weights, in an iterative process the link which imposition minimum
increase on the network interference with some extra conditions which is pro-
posed in future sections, is added to resulting topology and is eliminated from
list until all nodes are connected together. Experimental results show the eﬃ-
ciency of proposed algorithm not only for one dimensional known distribution
like exponential node chain, but also for two dimensional distributions like two
Exponential node chains and -Spiral node chains.
Keywords: wireless ad-hoc network, sensor network, interference, spanning
tree.
1 Introduction
Wireless ad-hoc networks consist of mobile nodes equipped with, among other components,
a processor, some memory, a wireless radio, and a power source. Due to physical constraints,
nodes are primarily powered by a weak battery, so energy is a scarce resource in wireless ad-hoc
networks. In a general way, topology control can be considered as the task of, given a network
communication graph, constructing a subgraph with certain desired properties while minimizing
energy consumption. The subgraph needs to meet some requirements, the minimum require-
ment being to maintain connectivity and it should be a spanner of all nodes in original graph;
Additionally, symmetric links are desired as they permit simpler higher-layer protocols [1]. One
of the foremost approaches to achieve substantial energy conservation is by minimizing interfer-
ence between network nodes. The concept of topology control restricts interference by reducing
the transmission power levels at the network nodes and cutting oﬀ long-range connections in a
coordinated way. At the same time transmission power reduction has to proceed in such a way
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Figure 1: The interference model of a graph with 5 vertexes
that the resulting topology preserves connectivity. Some other works focused on topology con-
trol algorithms emphasizing locality while exhibiting more and more desirable properties [2–4],
sometimes presenting distributed algorithms that optimize various design goals concurrently. All
these approaches have in common, however, that they address interference reduction only implic-
itly. The intuition was that a low minimizing the maximum degree of nodes of graph would solve
the interference issue automatically. As depicted in [1] this intuition was proved wrong in [5],
starting a new thread that explicitly studies interference reduction in the context of topology
control [6–8]. The general interference model introduced in [9], proposes a natural way to deﬁne
interference in ad-hoc networks. The general question is: How can one connect the nodes such
that as few nodes as possible disturb each other? In the following, we discuss the network and
interference model presented in [9].
So far, not many results have been published in the context of explicit interference minimiza-
tion. For networks restricted to one dimension the authors in [9] present a 4
p
n-approximation
of the optimal connectivity preserving topology that minimizes the maximum interference. For
the two dimensional case, the authors in [10] propose an algorithm that bounds the maximum
interference to O(
p
n). If average interference of a graph is considered, there is an asymptotically
optimal algorithm achieving an approximation ratio of O(logn) [11]. Kevin Buchin in [12] proved
that this problem is NP-complete. In the following sections the proposed algorithm is explained
brieﬂy. The time complexity of producing the spanning tree with minimum interference is O(n5).
2 Interference Model of Network
The network is modeled as a geometric graph G = (V;E). As mentioned in previous section
the links between nodes are symmetric and have not direction, it means that a message sent
over a link can be acknowledged by sending a corresponding message over the same link in the
opposite direction. So the matrix E is symmetric.
Let Nu denote the set of all neighbors of a node u 2 V in the resulting topology. Then, each
node u features a value ru deﬁned as the distance from u to its farthest neighbor. More precisely
ru = maxv2Nufju   vjg, where ju   vj denotes the Euclidean distance between nodes u and v.
Since we assume the nodes to use omnidirectional antennas, D(u; ru) denotes the disk centered
at u with radius ru covering all nodes that are possibly aﬀected by message transmission of u to
one of its neighbors. Then the interference of a node v is deﬁned as the number of other nodes
that potentially aﬀect message reception at node v.
Deﬁnition 1. Given a graph G = (V;E), the interference of a node v 2 V is deﬁned as:
I(v) =
nuju 2 Vfvg; v 2 D(u; ru)o (1)
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a) Exponential Node Chain b) Two Exponential node chains
Figure 2: Two Special node distributions
Note that even though each node is also covered by its own disk, we do not consider this kind
of self-interference. The graph interference is the maximum interference occurring in a graph:
Deﬁnition 2. The interference of a graph G = (V;E) is deﬁned as:
I(G) = maxv2V I(v) (2)
As shown in Figure 1 the interference of nodes is as follow:
Node: a b c d e
Interference: 2 2 2 2 1
According to Deﬁnition 2 the Interference of graph I(G) is 2.
3 The Nearest Neighbor Forest
In the ﬁrst view of the interference problem, one may say the nearest neighbor forest or
minimum spanning tree is the best subgraph which results in minimum interference. In this
section, it is shown that this is already a substantial mistake, as thus interference becomes
asymptotically incomparable with the interference-minimal topology. For Some special distribu-
tion the nearest neighbor forest results in the worst interference. Authors in [13], introduced an
instance which seems to yield inherently high interference: the so called exponential node chain
is a one-dimensional graph G = (V;E) where the distance between two consecutive nodes grows
exponentially from left to right as depicted in Figure 2(a).
That is, the distance between nodes vi and vi+1 is 2i for i = 0; 1; 2; :::; n   1. So as shown
in Figure 3(a) the nearest neighbor forest results in the interference of 
(n). Also in [9] they
introduced the Two Exponential node chains as shown in Figure 2(b), on the bottom, there
is a horizontal chain of nodes vi with exponentially growing distances, the same as the one
dimensional exponential chain, thus distance between vi and vi+1 is 2i. Each of these nodes vi
has a corresponding node ti vertically displaced by a little more than vi’s distance to its left
neighbor, that is, jvi   tij > di where di = jvi   vi 1j = 2i 1. Note that the nodes ti also form a
(diagonal) exponential node chain. Finally, between two of these diagonal nodes ti 1 and ti an
additional helper node ci is placed such that jvi  cij  jvi  tij. The Nearest Neighbor Forest for
this node distribution is shown in Figure 3(b). The nearest neighbor forest for the distributions
in Figure 2 and their disk graph is shown in Figure 3.
The algorithm proposed in [9] ﬁnds a subgraph for the exponential node chain (Figure 2(a))
with I(G) 2 O(pn). And they proved bellow theorem:
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a) The nearest neighbor forest and disk graph for exponential b)The nearest neighbor forest and disk graph for
chain, I(G) = n  2 = 
(n) Two Exponential node chains, I(G) = bn
3
c+ 2 = 
(n)
Figure 3: The disk graph and the interference of nearest neighbor forest
a) The best spanning tree for the Two Exponential node b)The disk graph of the tree that shows the constant
chains where I(G) always is equal to 3 interference
Figure 4: Suggested topology for Two Exponential node chains in [9]
Theorem 1: Given an exponential node chain G = (V;E) with n = jV j , pn is a lower
bound for the interference I(G).
They also proposed a topology with constant interference for the Two Exponential node chains
which is depicted in Figure 4 but there is no algorithmic method which generate automatically
similar subgraph.
According to the construction of the exponential node chain, only nodes connecting to at
least one node to their right increase the v1’s (leftmost node) interference. They called such a
node a hub and deﬁne it as follows [9]:
Deﬁnition 3. Given a connected topology for the exponential node chain G = (V;E). A node
vi 2 V is deﬁned to be a hub in G iﬀ there exists an edge (vi; vj) with i < j.
The Aexp algorithm which is proposed in [9] for exponential chain is as follows:
The algorithm starts with a graph Gexp = (V;Eexp), where V is the set of nodes in the
exponential node chain and Eexp is initially the empty set. Following the scan-line principle,
Aexp processes all nodes in the order of their occurrence from left to right. Initially, the leftmost
node is set to be the current hub h. Then, for each node vi, Aexp inserts an edge fh; vig into
Eexp. This is repeated until I(Gexp) increases due to the addition of such an edge. Now node vi
becomes the current hub and subsequent nodes are connected to vi as long as I(Gexp) the overall
interference does not increase. Figure 5 shows the resulting topology when Aexp algorithm is
used for the exponential node chain with 17 nodes and I(G)=6.
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Figure 5: The result topology of Aexp algorithm for exponential node chain. The interference of the
exponential node is bounded by O(
p
n). For clarity of representation edges are depicted as arcs and x dimension
is shown in logarithmic scale. The interference of each node is wrote under the node position
In the next section a new algorithm which is the extension of Aexp is proposed for the nodes
in the plane. This algorithm ﬁnds the best sub graph with minimum interference. The output of
proposed algorithm for exponential chain is very similar to Aexp’s output with equal complexity.
Also it shows the subgraph with constant interference for Two Exponential node chains.
4 Proposed Algorithm (Apln)
The following algorithm Apln is the extension of Aexp for ﬁnding a spanning tree with min-
imum interference of nodes distributed in the plane. The Apln the same as Aexp is an iterative
algorithm which generates the resulting graph in n steps. Where n is the number of nodes. In
the beginning the result graph has no edge and in each step of algorithm one edge is added to
result graph until the connected result graph is generated.
Suppose Gin = (Vin; Ein) be the input graph, where Vin = fv1; v2; :::; vng is the set of n
separate nodes in the plane. (xi; yi) is the coordinate of vi. Also Ein is the nn adjacent matrix
of Gin with einij elements. e
in
ij is the Euclidean distance between i’th and j’th nodes.
einij = jvi   vj j =
q
(xi   xj)2 + (yi   yj)2 8i; j = 1; 2; :::; n (3)
The steps of generating the spanning tree with minimum interference from Gin are as follows:
Step 1) Preparing data: Generate the adjacent list of Gin’s edges. The adjacent list of edges
of a graph is a list of triples (i; j; eij); where i points to i’th vertex and j points to j’th vertex
of graph and eij) is the weight of edge (in our problem it is the Euclidean distance). Gin is a
complete graph and the adjacent matrix Ein is symmetric so the adjacent list would have
n(n 1)
2
elements.
Step 2) Preparing data: Sort the elements of adjacent list according to the weight of each
edge and call the new list SrtE1 . Thus the elements of the SrtE are arranged as follow:
EdgeLength(SrtEi)  EdgeLength(SrtEi+1) 8i = 1; 2; :::; n(n  1)
2
(4)
Step 3) Find Start Point: Find the smallest edge from SrtE list; Set Emin = SrtE1.
Step 4) Initialization: Suppose that Gpln = (Vpln; Epln) is the result graph. Set Vpln = Vin
and Epln contains of only the smallest edge Emin = (h; k; ehk) , in other word all elements of
Epln are valued with zero instead of e
pln
hk and e
pln
kh . Initialize the maximum interference of result
1SrtE: obtained from Sorted Edge list
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graph MaxIpln with: 8>>>><>>>>:
a) Vpln = Vin
b) eplnij = 0 8i; j = 1; 2; :::; n
c) eplnhk = e
pln
kh = e
in
hk
d) MaxIpln = 1
(5)
Step 5) Initialize the Active Vertexes List: The nodes which are in sub connected
graph are named as Active Vertexes. At the beginning sub connected graph consist of only
the smallest edge. The Active Vertex list AV is a 1n array; iﬀ the node vi be an Active Vertex
the i’th element of AV (AVi) gets value 1 otherwise its value is 0.
AV =
(
1 if i = h; k
0 if otherwise
8i = 1; 2; :::; n: (6)
In other word:
1 2 ... k ... h ... N
AV= 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
(7)
Where k,h are the corresponding nodes of smallest edge.
Step 6) Check the Status: while all nodes of Gpln are not connected together repeat steps
7 to 9.
Step 7) Generate Candidate Edges: According to AV list, generate the Active Edge
List (AE). AE is a subset of SrtE; An edge from SrtE exist in AE iﬀ only one of its endpoints
have value 1 in AV .
For Each SrtEk 2 SrtE if (AVi = 1AVj = 1) ! Add SrtEk to AE
WhereSrtEk = (i; j; eij)
(8)
The xor symbol () in the predicate part of relation (8) ensures the intolerance of multi selecting
one edge and recursion in ﬁnal subgraph. According to (4) and (8) we can write:
EdgeLength(AEi)  EdgeLength(AEi+1) 8i = 1; 2; :::; size(AE)  1 (9)
Step 8) Find The best Edge: Select the edge AEm = (p; q; einpq) from AE , which leads to
minimum increase on MaxIpln when is added to Gpln. After adding the AEm to Gpln , update
the AV and MaxIr. The algorithm of ﬁnding the AEm will be explained in next section. The
speciﬁcation of AEm is as follow:
9AEm 2 AEj8AEj 2 AE ! I(Gpln; Epln [AEm)  I(Gpln; Epln [AEj) (10)
I(G;E) determines the maximum interference of graph G according to adjacent matrix E. up-
dating the variables is done as follow:
(a) Suppose AEm = (p; q; e
in
pq)
(b) Epln = Epln [AEm means    ! e
pln
pq = einpq; e
pln
qp = einqp
(c) MaxIpln = I(Gpln; Epln)
(d) AVp = 1; AVq = 1
(11)
Go to step 6 for checking the status.
Step 9) Finalizing: the obtained Gpln = (Vpln; Epln) is the spanning tree with minimum
interference for the input distribution of nodes Vpln in the plane.
Step 10) Finish
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a) connected component consist of 7 nodes and 3 new vertex with b)Three vertexes have maximum interference and
21 possible edge are candidate to joint to connected component their interference is 4.
Figure 6: The topology of graph after 6 step with I(G)=4
5 Find best Edge Algorithm
In Step 8 of the Apln algorithm we have addressed an algorithm which has found the best
edge from AE list. The brief introduction of ﬁnding the best edge from AE list is as follow:
Suppose that the current state of algorithm is a connected sub graph with m vertex and (n m)
disconnect nodes which are shown in Figure 6(a) we want to expand the connected sub graph
with minimum possible increase of MaxI.
Lemma 1) Adding a new vertex to connected sub graph in the worst case result in two unit
increase of the current Maximum interference.
Proof) suppose Ri determines the distance from Vi to its farthest neighbour and Di is a disk
with radius Ri and centered by Vi. The disk Di shows the domain of i’th transmitter and the
nodes inside the Di aﬀect by Vi. When a new vertex Vk is added to the sub graph by connecting
to Vj , the new disk Dk is added to current disks and the radius of Dj may increase. Thus in
the worst case Dj and Dk will dominate all other vertexes. So the Current max-interfered node
is aﬀected by two new transmitter signals and for this reason we will have two unit increase of
MaxI. And in the best case MaxI not changes.
Adding a new Edge in the worst case ! MaxInew = MaxIold + 2 (12)
Figure 6 shows the increase of interference when a new vertex is added to sub graph.
The algorithm of ﬁnding the best edge is as follows:
Step 1) as lemma 1 determined, In the worst case we will have 2 unit increase on Maximum
interference of the graph so repeat the bellow Steps for 4I = 0; 1; 2
Step 2) For Each AEi from AE list repeat bellow
Step 3) Set MaxInew = I(Gpln; Epln [AEi)
Step 4) if MaxInew is equal to (MaxInpln +4I) determine the AEi as the best edge and go
to Step 6, else check for next Edge.
Step 5) Set 4I = 4I + 1 and go to Step 2.
Step 6) Finish.
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Figure 7: Relation of iteration and complexity of ﬁnd the best edge for n=100.
The complexity of determining the best edge is as follow:
Complexity = O(3  length(AE) O(I(G;E)))
= O(3 m(n m)  n2)
= O(mn3  m2n2)
(13)
Where m is number of active vertexes and n is the number of total vertexes. The relation (13)
shows that in the ﬁrst iteration (m = 1) the complexity of ﬁnding the best edge is O(n3) and
in the ﬁnal Step (m = n   1) it is also O(n3) but in the middle iteration when m = n=2 the
complexity is as follow:
If(m = n=2)! O(mn3  m2n2) = O(n
4
2
  n
4
4
) = O(
n4
4
) = O(n4) (14)
The relation between complexity of determination of best edge and iteration is depicted in Figure
7.
Applying the Best Edge algorithm for the node distribution which was shown in Figure 6 is
depicted in Figure 8.
6 Experimental Results
At ﬁrst the proposed algorithm Apln is compare with Aexp. As depicted in Figure 9 the
interference of the exponential chain for both algorithms are equal but the topologies are diﬀerent.
For Aexp the order of nodes is important but the Apln does not have any precondition on the
distribution. In following the strength of Apln for ﬁnding the spanning tree with minimum
interference for Two Exponential node chains and some special similar distributions is depicted.
Figure 10 depicts the resulting topology if Apln is applied to the Two Exponential node chains.The
most important note on this topology is that the Apln algorithm does not know this distribution
but the resulting topology is the same as best topology which is created by human brain in [9].
For random distribution of nodes in plane the Apln algorithm always suggest a better topology
with equal or smaller interference value rather than nearest neighbor forest. Another test case
is -Spiral Node Chain. In -Spiral node chain which is shown in Figure 12, the k’th node is
placed in (2k cos(ak); 2k sin(ak)).
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a) The best edge which results in one unit increase on MaxI b)Two disks are diﬀerent in this topology rather than
is selected to expand the connected sub graph. previous topology, which is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 8: The topology of graph after 7 step with I(G)=5
a) The Aexp result for exponential chain with 9 nodes b)The Apln result for exponential chain with 9 nodes
c) The Aexp result for exponential chain with 12 nodes d)The Apln result for exponential chain with 12 nodes
Figure 9: The spanning trees obtained by Aexp,Apln, algorithms for exponential chain. For clarity of
representation edges are depicted as arcs and x dimension is shown in logarithmic scale. The interference of each
node is wrote under the node position
The results of applying the Apln and nearest neighbor forest (AMST ) to some -Spiral Node
Chains are depicted in Figure 13.
7 Conclusion
In this paper a general algorithm named Apln for ﬁnding the spanning tree of separate nodes
in the plane has been proposed. The Apln algorithm presents an iterative routine for minimizing
the maximum interference of the resulting spanning tree.
At the beginning the resulting tree has only one edge which is the smallest edge in the input
graph, until all input nodes are not connected together, the algorithm adds a new edge to the
resulting tree.
For adding a new edge to sub graph the best edge which imposes minimum increase on the
interference of all nodes from all available edges is selected. In section 6 the experimental result
of using Apln and Aexp for some special distributions are depicted and all of them show the good
performance of the proposed algorithm. The Apln is a general algorithm for any two dimensional
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Figure 10: Constant Interference for Two Exponential node chains obtained by Apln algorithm. The
interference of each node is wrote beside the node position
a) Result of AMST for random distribution of 20 nodes. b)Result of Apln for random distribution of 20 nodes
c) Result of AMST for random distribution of 15 nodes d)Result of Apln for random distribution of 15 nodes
Figure 11: Result of applying nearest neighbor forest and Apln algorithms on random distribution of nodes.
distribution and it has no limit or special conditions for the input distribution and there is
no need to inform it about the input distribution, the algorithm itself ﬁnds the best spanning
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Figure 12: -Spiral Node Chain.
a)The Apln suggestion for 45-Spiral Node Chain.I(G)=13 b)The AMST suggestion for 45-Spiral Node Chain.I(G)=38
c)The Apln suggestion for 30-Spiral Node Chain.I(G)=18 d)The AMST suggestion for 30-Spiral Node Chain.I(G)=78
Figure 13: 45-Spiral Node Chain with 40 and 30-Spiral Node Chain with 80 nodes and proposed topologies
with Apln and AMST . Note that for clarity of representation, the k0th node is positioned in (kcos(k); ksin(k))
instead of (2kcos(k); 2ksin(k)). The interference of each node is wrote beside the node position.
tree with minimum interference. In this paper we can not compute the ﬁnal interference order
according to the input size but for some special distributions which are criterions for interference
problem the resulting topology is generated and all resulting topologies are satisfactory. For the
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future work by mathematical relations we will ﬁnd the order of ﬁnal topology according to the
number of input nodes for the worst case of node distribution.
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